
STEP 21

Test Key Assumptions
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IN THIS STEP, YOU WILL:

• Take your list of key assumptions and design empirical tests to validate or refute them.

• Perform the empirical tests, moving quickly and efficiently to decrease the risk of your startup.

Now that we have identified those key assumptions, let’s use a scientific approach to test them
individually before just smashing them all together and seeing if they work.
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With key assumptions identified, you will now design experiments to test these assumptions in
the cheapest, quickest, and easiest ways possible. The goal is to gather empirical data that

either supports or disproves your assumptions. These experiments will not require much, if any, in the
way of building physical goods or writing code, but rather logical thinking to design simple yet
effective tests. The rigorous primary market research you have done thus far and the single-minded
focus on your Persona focuses you so that when you do test assumptions, they will be highly relevant
to your business.

With the value of hindsight, some of these experiments may seem simple enough that they could
have been conducted earlier in this process. But don’t worry about this because what you have
learned to this point will more clearly point you to the key assumptions. With all of the knowledge
you have and the focus of product–market fit, you should be able to design and run efficient
experiments.

Furthermore, if you run a bunch of experiments with different hypotheses off the top of your
head, and some of the experiments seem to succeed, that by itself does not guarantee success.
Remember, in social science research, you do not prove hypotheses so much as disprove hypotheses;
so a successful experiment only suggests a successful venture. The combination of your primary
market research and the empirical experiments you will perform in this step will lead you to more
fully understand your customer and increase your likelihood of being successful.

NOW THAT WE HAVE IDENTIFIED THE ASSUMPTIONS, LET’S TEST THEM

Once we have identified the key assumptions, it is often not hard to test them. For instance, to test
cost targets, send an informal request for quotation (RFQ) or spec to vendors to see if your cost
projections are accurate at the volume you will be purchasing or developing. You should be able to
quickly identify any cost targets that are out of whack.

To test the interest of lighthouse and linchpin customers, see if they will do any of the following:

• Prepay for your solution (best)

• Put down a deposit (good)

• Provide a letter of intent (okay)

• Agree to a pilot (acceptable)

• Express a strong interest in purchasing if certain conditions are met (not too reassuring but
may be acceptable)
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If you are meeting customers in person, bring along an experienced outsider to help you deter-
mine whether the customer is really excited about your product and will buy it, or is just being polite
or collecting information.

To test whether certain customers are lighthouse or linchpin customers, repeat the above process
but with other customers; see if they will attribute any of their purchasing decisions to certain other
customers, and look for patterns.

EXAMPLES OF EASILY TESTABLE ASSUMPTIONS: STUDENT TEAMS

Assumption: Smartphone Users Aged 25–34 Access Weather
Forecasts on Their Phone to Decide What to Wear

A team proposed this as a single assumption, but within it are two assumptions that must be
decoupled. Assumption 1 is that people with smartphones use them to obtain weather forecasts.
Assumption 2 is that people consult smartphone-based weather forecasts to decide what to wear.

To test the first assumption, the team approached their target customers (in a health club or
restaurant, or on the sidewalk near where the target customer worked) and asked if they had a
weather app on their phone and whether they used the app. Over 90 percent said yes, validating this
first assumption. The team also looked at the general market research and found that weather apps
were one of the most popular applications for smartphones further validating this assumption.

The results were mixed when testing the second assumption. In one distinctive group, less than 30
percent consulted weather forecasts on their phones for the purpose of deciding what to wear, while
in another different sampled group, more than 70 percent did so. The team realized that the first
group had the distinguishing characteristic of being male. The second group was female, showing that
the team had identified an important segmentation factor and that they had not previously segmented
their market enough, given they found such significantly different priorities existed along gender lines.
The experiment provided the team with valuable information they didn’t have before that was
inexpensive and quick to obtain. Once they had done this, they then validated their assumption to be
true but for a much more well-defined target customer group.

Assumption: “Neohippies” Aged 25–35 Use Their Smartphones
to Help Them Shop in the Grocery Store

This team wanted to offer a smartphone-based personal shopping assistant to young people who shop
at health food stores like Whole Foods Market. The students on the team used their smartphones
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when they shopped, so they assumed that others did so as well. This was a key assumption that needed
to be tested.

To test the assumption, the team went to a Whole Foods and observed shoppers who fit
the description of their demographic. Virtually none of the shoppers used a smartphone while
in the store. The team was incredulous, but confirmed the result at a different Whole Foods location.
The team interviewed shoppers and found that while many of them owned iPhones (the experiment
was conducted around the time the iPhone was first released), they were not interested in using them
while shopping because they already had a way of shopping that worked well for them and did not
want to change. As a result, the team changed its focus completely and worked on a different mobile
app for a different target customer. Maybe someday there would be a market for such an app, but the
timing was not right yet.

Assumption: Conducting Opinion Polls Is Much Better on Facebook Than
with Traditional Telephone-Based Methods

One student, a political science major, was concerned about political opinion polls and the possibility
that the accuracy of polls would be affected by the growing number of people who were canceling
landlines in favor of cell phones. American laws prohibit contacting cell phone users with autodialing
machines, so pollsters who want to call cell phones have to individually dial each number, making it
much more expensive to contact cell phone users versus landline users.

Polls risked being skewed because certain demographics were more likely to be cell phone-only
users than others. The student assumed that since Facebook allows you to target ads at certain
demographics and access the demographic data for clicked ads, he could use Facebook ads to quickly
and cheaply conduct polls that are more accurate and less labor-intensive than telephone-based polls.

The student was able to test his hypothesis overnight with less than $100 in Facebook ads. His
initial experiment compared his ad click-through rates against the 2012 New Hampshire presidential
primary and the aggregate of the professional polls done of the primary. His click-through rates did
not accurately predict the outcome of the primary, so he hypothesized that if he changed the design of
the ads, he would achieve more accurate results. Less than a week later, with another $50 in ads, he
tried a different format for the headlines of the ads (Figure 21.1).

This second attempt was compared to a different state’s presidential primary, and achieved
results similar to the professional polls that cost $100,000 and several days to produce. Interest-
ingly, while validating his hypothesis, he found an even more interesting use for his idea—pollsters
were interested in using Facebook’s demographic targeting of ads to organize hypertargeted focus
groups, a market opportunity with much broader application than simply predicting the results of
an election.
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Assumption: People Will Be Inspired to Contribute to Chalkboards That Have
Writing Prompts on Them

One student team came up with an idea that seemed illogical and lacked real innovation. The idea was
to capitalize on the trends of food trucks and coffee drinking to start a coffee truck that would be in
close proximity to college campuses where there are no “good” coffee shops near academic buildings.

The students called their trucks “Inspired” and believed that to attract a loyal following, they
could cover the sides of the truck with chalkboards for people to write on (Figure 21.2). There would

Figure 21.1 Second-generation advertisement for Herman Cain.

Figure 21.2 The Inspired coffee truck.
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be prompts to encourage people to write, and the resulting messages would inspire all the customers.
That, in combination with the high-quality coffee the truck would serve, would attract customers. So a
key assumption that was fundamental to their business model (but not the only one) was that they
could attract people and engage with potential customers by having them write on common black-
boards regarding inspirational topics.

The team then set out to test this simple assumption, that people would write inspiring things on
chalkboards voluntarily. They found a large blackboard wall in MIT’s Stata Center in a heavily
traveled corridor for students (similar to the environment where they would want to park a coffee
truck) and wrote a prompt on it (see Figure 21.3).

As you can see, it says “___________________ makes me Smile.” The team then waited to see if
students would, without any further prompting, fill in the other blanks. At noon (four hours later), the
wall looked like the picture in Figure 21.4.

The entire wall had been filled; clearly students had gotten engaged with the process and enjoyed
expressing themselves based on the entries which are not only very clever but also showed many
contributors felt compelled to be creative, as well. Interestingly, one of the entries was “Coffee makes
me smile,” which further helped the student team’s case.

Figure 21.3 The blackboard with “Makes Me Smile” prompt at 8:00 A.M.
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The team ran the experiment again on a different day, using a different phrase (Figure 21.5).
The quote was “Before I die, I want to ___________________” and lo and behold, by noon the

board was not only full, as you see in Figure 21.6, it was overflowing, with people adding additional
comments in adjacent space.

Needless to say, the team had validated a key assumption in a much more compelling way than
making a logic-based argument because they had real world data to back it up. I gave them an “A” for
the assignment. Testing this assumption was also a lot more fun for the team than coming up with
some abstract rationale—and it was more powerful.

Some of these assumptions should have been tested in the Persona stage while doing primary
research; but I include this and the previous step so you can look back now with all of the collective
wisdom you have gained to better assess the situation before you spring into full action. With this new
wisdom, you should be able to identify the key assumptions you might have looked into or missed
before, and now check to see that you are truly on the right path. You can never take all the risk out of

Figure 21.4 The blackboard with “Makes Me Smile” prompt at noon.
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Figure 21.6 The blackboard with “Before I Die” prompt at noon.

Figure 21.5 The blackboard with “Before I Die” prompt at 8 A.M.
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a startup but you want to decrease it as much as possible while keeping the process moving quickly
and efficiently.

SUMMARY

Testing key assumptions, particularly the most significant assumptions, such as cost targets and
interest of lighthouse customers, prepares you well to sell your product because it complements the
primary market research–based approach you have already taken. The convergence of your market
research with empirical results from your experiments prepares you to put together a first-pass
product and sell to customers.
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